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Entanglement is one of the key resources required for quantum
computation1, so the experimental creation and measurement of
entangled states is of crucial importance for various physical
implementations of quantum computers2. In superconducting
devices3, two-qubit entangled states have been demonstrated and
used to show violations of Bell’s inequality4 and to implement
simple quantum algorithms5. Unlike the two-qubit case, where
all maximally entangled two-qubit states are equivalent up to local
changes of basis, three qubits can be entangled in two funda-
mentally different ways6. These are typified by the states
jGHZæ 5 (j000æ 1 j111æ)/
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and jWæ 5 (j001æ 1 j010æ 1 j100æ)/
ffiffiffi
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p

. Here we demonstrate the operation of three coupled super-
conducting phase qubits7 and use them to create and measure
jGHZæ and jWæ states. The states are fully characterized using
quantum state tomography8 and are shown to satisfy entanglement
witnesses9, confirming that they are indeed examples of three-
qubit entanglement and are not separable into mixtures of two-
qubit entanglement.

To create arbitrary entangled states or perform arbitrary computa-
tions, a quantum computer must implement a set of universal gates1,
typically taken to be a two-qubit gate such as controlled-NOT (CNOT)
plus single-qubit rotations10. Alternatively, universality is possible
using a three-qubit gate such as the Toffoli gate11–13. Three-qubit gates
are also important in such applications as quantum error correction14,
and they can simplify some quantum circuits12. Because superconduct-
ing phase qubits can be coupled simply by connecting them with a
capacitor7, we can design multi-qubit interactions that directly gen-
erate multi-qubit gates15, rather than building them up from more
elementary two-qubit gates. To create the two types of three-qubit
entanglement we take both approaches, using two-qubit gates for
the jGHZæ protocol and a more efficient entangling protocol, based
on a single three-qubit gate, for the jWæ protocol. Independent work in
which three-qubit entanglement is created using coupled transmon
qubits is reported in a companion publication16.

Our jGHZæ protocol17,18 is shown as a quantum circuit diagram in
Fig. 1a. Starting in the ground state, j000æ, a rotation is applied to qubit
A to create the superposition (j000æ 1 j100æ)/
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. Next, a CNOT gate is
applied to flip qubit B conditioned on qubit A, resulting in the state
(j000æ 1 j110æ)/

ffiffiffi

2
p

. Finally, a second CNOT gate is applied to flip
qubit C conditioned on B, resulting in the desired state, jGHZæ. As is
typical with quantum circuits, this is written in terms of CNOT gates,
which take a simple form in the qubit basis. In our system, a more
natural universal gate is the iSWAP gate19, by which j01æ R 2ij10æ and
j10æ R 2ij01æ, with j00æ and j11æ unchanged. This gate is generated by
applying the available coupling interaction, HAB

int ~(Bg=2)(sA
x sB

x zsA
y sB

y ),
for time tiSWAP 5p/2g, where g is the coupling strength, B is Planck’s
constant divided by 2p and the ss are Pauli X and Y operators on qubits
A and B. The jGHZæ protocol can be ‘recompiled’ in terms of this gate to
obtain the circuit shown in Fig. 1b.

The protocol to generate a jWæ state (Fig. 1c) is based on two
features of the state: it is symmetric with respect to permutations of

the qubits and it is a superposition of three states in each of which one
qubit is excited. Thus, generating the state requires ‘sharing’ a single
excitation symmetrically among three qubits. This is done by first
applying a p-pulse to qubit B to excite it with one photon and create
the state j010æ. Then the qubits are entangled by turning on an equal
interaction between all pairs, Hint~HAB

int zHAC
int zHBC

int , for time
tW 5 (4/9)tiSWAP. The interaction causes the excitation to be distrib-
uted among the qubits, and at time tW the system is left in an equal
superposition state, as desired. A final Pauli Z rotation can then be
applied to correct the phase of qubit B, although this does not affect the
entanglement of the state. This protocol requires only a single entang-
ling operation, and the interaction is only applied for a short time,
shorter even than the characteristic time for two-qubit gates in the
system. This yields a highly efficient state-generation protocol based
on the multi-qubit gate generated by Hint.

To allow for future expansion beyond the present work, the sample
was designed with four qubits, such that the coupling network for the
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Figure 1 | Protocols for generating entangled states. a, Quantum circuit for
generating | GHZæ using CNOT gates. b, Quantum circuit for | GHZæ that has
been ‘recompiled’ to use iSWAP gates, which are directly generated by
capacitive coupling in the phase qubit. These two circuits are not fully
equivalent, but they both produce | GHZæ when operating on the ground state
as input. c, Circuit to generate | Wæ using a single entangling step with
simultaneous coupling between all three qubits. The entangling operation is
turned on for a time tW 5 (4/9)tiSWAP, where tiSWAP is the time needed to
complete an iSWAP gate between two qubits. In these quantum circuits, H
represents the Hadamard gate, and X, Y and Z are rotations about the respective
axes of the Bloch sphere by the subscript angles1. d, Capacitive coupling
network to achieve symmetric coupling between all pairs of qubits (left), and
simplified equivalent circuit using coupling to a central island (right). The
complete network on the left requires six capacitors, and the coupling strength,
g, is proportional to the qubit–qubit capacitance, CD. In the equivalent circuit
on the right, the same coupling strength is attained by scaling the capacitors to
Cc 5 4CD, but now only four capacitors are required and the circuit can be easily
laid out symmetrically on a chip.
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desired symmetric coupling between all pairs of qubits is as shown on
the left in Fig. 1d. The design can be simplified by transforming the
coupling network into an equivalent circuit (Fig. 1d, right) in which
each qubit is coupled capacitively to a central ‘island’ (Supplementary
Information). This simplified design is easier to lay out symmetrically
on chip and requires only N capacitors to couple N qubits, rather than
the N(N 2 1)/2 capacitors in the complete network.

Figure 2a shows the complete schematic of the device with four
phase qubits connected by the capacitive island coupler. Each qubit
is individually controlled by a bias coil that sets the operating flux bias
and carries microwave pulses for manipulating and measuring the
qubit state. In addition, each qubit is coupled to an on-chip SQUID
for state read-out. Figure 2b shows a micrograph of the fabricated
device, made from aluminium films on sapphire substrate with Al–
AlOx–Al Josephson junctions. The completed device is mounted in a
superconducting aluminium sample holder and cooled in a dilution
refrigerator to ,25 mK. Initial calibration of the multi-qubit device is
similar to that described in previous works20,21. Although the coupling
capacitors are fixed, the effective interaction can be controlled by
tuning the qubits into resonance at fB 5 6.55 GHz (coupling ‘on’) or
by detuning qubits A and C to 6250 MHz (coupling off)22. The mea-
sured coupling strengths were found to be within 5% of 12.5 MHz for
each pair of qubits. Notably, all qubits can be brought into resonance
simultaneously, as required for the jWæ protocol, or two qubits can be

tuned into resonance with the third detuned, as required for the
iSWAP gates in the jGHZæ protocol.

Capacitive coupling as used here is simple and well understood but
is subject to measurement cross-talk4,7, which can cause, for example, a
state j001æ to be erroneously read out as j011æ, j101æ or even j111æ. This
cross-talk affects measured probabilities of all excited-state popula-
tions; however, it has no effect on the ‘null-result’ probability of mea-
suring j000æ, because cross-talk can only act if at least one qubit
is excited. By measuring various subsets of qubits and recording the
null-result probability for each subset, we are able to reconstruct the
combined state occupation probabilities without any effect from mea-
surement cross-talk (Supplementary Information).

Figure 3 shows the time evolution of the state occupation probabilities
during for the entangling protocols, using cross-talk-free measurement.
In the jWæ protocol (Fig. 3a), one qubit is excited and then the symmetric
interaction between all pairs of qubits is used to distribute that excitation
among all three, as described above. When the interaction time is chosen
properly, the system reaches an equal superposition and subsequently
stays there while the interaction is off (Fig. 3b). Because this one excita-
tion is swapped among the various qubits, the state evolution during this
protocol is clearly visible in the occupation probabilities as they change
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Figure 2 | Device description and operation. a, Schematic of coupled-qubit
circuit. Each qubit is controlled individually by a flux bias line that sets the d.c.
operating point, provides quasi-d.c. pulses for tuning the qubits in and out of
resonance and provides a.c. (microwave) control signals for qubit rotations. In
addition, each qubit is coupled to a superconducting quantum interference
device (SQUID) for read-out of the qubit state. The qubits are capacitively
coupled to the central island, which results in symmetric coupling between all
pairs of qubits. b, Photomicrograph of the sample, fabricated with aluminium
(light areas) on sapphire substrate (dark areas). The coupler is the cross-shaped
structure in the centre, and the simplicity of this design is evident in the
straightforward correspondence between the schematic and the completed
device. The entire sample is mounted in a superconducting aluminium box and
cooled to 25 mK in a dilution refrigerator.
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Figure 3 | Generation of entangled states in the time domain. In each panel,
the pulse sequence is shown on the left with time on the horizontal axis and
qubit frequency on the vertical axis, and the measured state occupation
probabilities (Pabc) are shown on the right. a, To characterize the three-qubit
interaction, all qubits are initially detuned and qubit B is excited with a p-pulse.
The qubits are then tuned into resonance to interact for some time, then
detuned and measured. During the interaction, the excitation from qubit B
( | 010æ) is swapped to qubits A and C ( | 100æ and | 001æ), and then back again.
Owing to the coupling symmetry, P100 and P001 are nearly equal throughout the
entire sequence. At the crossing point where the three probabilities are equal,
the system is in a | Wæ state. b, The coupling is turned on until the crossing point
is reached and then the qubits are detuned, leaving the system in a | Wæ state.
The small oscillations visible thereafter are caused by residual coupling due to
the finite detuning. c, The | GHZæ sequence is a translation of the circuit in Fig.
1b, with the iSWAP gates implemented by tuning the qubits pairwise into
resonance for time tiSWAP 5 40 ns and p/2 rotations implemented by 12-ns
microwave pulses for a total length of 104 ns. At right, the probabilities are
plotted versus time in each marked stage of the sequence. After creating the
initial superposition (1), the two iSWAP gates change the phases of the various
components of the state, with little effect on the populations (1–2, 2–3). The
final rotations populate | 000æ and | 111æ while depopulating the other states.
For an ideal | GHZæ state, P000 and P111 should approach 50%, although in the
experiment these levels are reduced owing to decoherence and errors, as
discussed in the text. a.u., arbitrary units.
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in time. The 5% asymmetry in coupling strengths leads to small errors
that could be corrected by fine-tuning the interaction times, though this
was not done here.

Figure 3c shows the state occupation probabilities during the jGHZæ
protocol, plotted in segments corresponding to the stages of the pro-
tocol as indicated. The initial rotations create an equal superposition of
all qubit states, with all probabilities converging on 1/8. The effect of
the two iSWAP gates is then primarily to adjust the phases of the
various components of the superpositions, such that in the final rota-
tions j000æ and j111æ are populated and all other states are depopu-
lated. The occupation probabilities behave as expected, but most of the
state evolution is hidden in the phase information not captured by
these probability measurements.

To fully characterize the quantum states created by the entangling
protocols, including the phase information, we perform quantum state
tomography by applying various combinations of single-qubit rota-
tions before measurement. The density matrix is extracted from the
measured data using maximum-likelihood estimation to find the state
that best fits the data while also satisfying the physicality constraints
that it be Hermitian, positive semi-definite and have unit trace. Using
this procedure, we extract the density matrices rW and rGHZ, whose
respective real parts are shown in Fig. 4a and Fig. 4b, and whose
respective Pauli sets (expectation values of one-, two- and three-qubit
Pauli operators) are shown in Fig. 4c and Fig. 4d. Comparing the
measured states with theory, we find fidelities FW 5 ÆWjrWjWæ 5

0.78 6 0.01 and FGHZ 5 ÆGHZjrGHZjGHZæ 5 0.62 6 0.01.
To understand the significance of the measured fidelities, we com-

pare these results with entanglement witness operators that detect
three-qubit entanglement. Three-qubit entanglement is witnessed9

for the jWæ state provided that FW . 2/3, and for the jGHZæ state
provided that FGHZ . 1/2. These inequalities are satisfied by the
respective measured density matrices, indicating that they are genuine
three-qubit entangled states that cannot be decomposed into mixtures
of separable states. In addition, we find that rGHZ violates the Mermin–
Bell inequality23 G ; ÆXXXæ 2 ÆXYYæ 2 ÆYXYæ 2 ÆYYXæ # 2, as we
measure a value of GrGHZ

5 2.076 6 0.029, contradicting the classical
assumptions of local reality (Supplementary Information). The violation
is not free from loopholes, owing to use of the cross-talk-free measure-
ment protocol rather than a simultaneous measurement protocol4, but it
is nonetheless an indicator of genuine three-qubit entanglement.

The lower fidelity of jGHZæ relative to jWæ is due to two main
factors. First, the jGHZæ sequence is longer because of the two

iSWAP gates; the sequence length is a substantial fraction of the
dephasing time of the qubits, T2, which is particularly detrimental
because the sequence relies on precise phases produced by the gates
to populate j000æ and j111æ while depopulating all other states. Longer
coherence times would improve this, as would stronger coupling to
reduce the gate time. Second, the presence of j2æ, and higher levels, and
the relatively small nonlinearity of the phase qubit cause errors due to
transitions into higher excited states, for example j110æ R j200æ. These
transitions can be ignored in the jWæ protocol because they are inac-
cessible with only one excitation in the system, but they cause errors in
the jGHZæ protocol because all qubit states are populated, including
those with multiple excitations. The effect of higher levels becomes
particularly complicated in this experiment when using fixed capacit-
ive coupling with detuning to turn off the interaction, owing to spectral
crowding from the higher qubit levels. This highlights the need to
replace frequency detuning with tunable coupling schemes, which
are currently an active area of research.

The states that we have generated violate entanglement witnesses
that rule out biseparability, showing genuine three-party entangle-
ment. This ability to couple three qubits and create entangled states
with qualitatively different types of entanglement is a significant step
towards scalable quantum information processing with superconduct-
ing devices.
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